In this paper, a four-layered architecture is proposed f o r supporting the propagation of local database semantics (e.g., integrity constraints ) to the global level. This propagation enables the derivation of new constraints that could not have been recognized by any one of the local components, and offers the potential f o r significantly reducing query processing costs in heterogeneous database systems.
Introduction
A methodology for designing a Heterogeneous Distributed Database Management System (HDDBMS) was proposed in [RPRS9, Red90, RPR92] ; this methodology used a four-layered schema architecture: local schemata, local object schemata, global schema, and global view schema as shown in Figure 1 . Each layer presents an integrated view of the concepts that characterize the layer below. So far, local, global, and view layers have been defined by passive objects. As a result, changes to the semantics at the local schema must be manually propagated to the global level in order to maintain a set of globally consistent integrity constraints. We are investigating the use of active we describe the role of semantic query processing at the global level and compare it with existing semantic query optimization techniques. Finally, in Section 4 we present our vision for the use of active objects to maintain the consistency of the mapping knowledge and the global integrity constraints.
--
Integration Model
objects, within our four-layer architecture, to monitor changes in the semantics of local schemata and to trigger 'Onsequent changes at the higher layers in Order to The four-layers of the proposed HDDBMS architecmaintain a consistent set of transformation maps and global integrity constraints.
In Section 2, we summarize the key components of the four-layer architecture and describe the derivation 2*1 Schema ture are described in the following
Of global integrity constraints(GICs). In Section 3, The bottom layer consists of a set of local database schemata. Each local database schema is denoted by Di, where 'i' denotes the identification of the database. These schemata provide the description of the data 
Local Object Schema
One local object schema is constructed for each local schema. For a given Local Schema D,, the construction of its corresponding Local Object Schema ODi involves the identification of the set Si which gives the distinct object types in the schema Di, the semantic meaning of the data associated with every instance of the object in Si, and the constraints associated with these objects. The knowledge that maps objects in Si to their corresponding data structures in Di is also placed at this layer. .Object Types An object in Si is any distinguishable entity whose description is available in the Local Schema Di. A database object is denoted by 0 1 where 1 is a unique object identifier: I consists of a pair of indices, say (i.j), where the first index i specifies the schema identification and the second index j provides the object identification within the schema. Each object p o s sesses a set of properties. A property is denoted by
Pk where k i s a unique property identifier; k is expressed as a pair 1.pi where I is its object identifier and pi is the property identifier with respect to the object 01. 0 Semantic Knowledge A property can itself be characterized by a set of meta-properties [RPR92,SM91]. Meta-properties are the parameters needed to provide a complete semantic meaning to the symbols associated with the property. For example, PERIODICITY-OF-PAY and CUR-RENCY are some of the meta-properties of the property SALARY.
Let Mpk denote the set of meta-properties -0-ciated with the property Pk and IMPkI denote the number of meta-properties associated with 9 . For each meta-property there is a set of legal values. DOL-LAR, RUPEE, and POUND are some of the values for the meta-property CURRENCY; similarly WEEKLY, MONTHLY, and YEARLY are some of the values for the meta-property PERIODICITY-OF-PAY. The value of a meta-property is referred to as a meta-value for the property. Further, if Vi is the meta-value of the property Pk associated with the meta-property M i , we define Mi(Pk) = vi. In Figure 2 , values for the met& properties PERIODIVITY-OF-PAY and CURRENCY for the property T-SAL are MONTHLY and RUPEES respectively. Similarly YEARLY and DOLLARS are values of the meta-properties PERIODICITY-OF-PAY and CURRENCY respectively for the property F-SAL. These values are used to recognize semantic incompatibilities among similar concepts in different layers. The meta-data (e.g., meta-properties and values) is not a static component, however it will not change as frequently as the actual data. Any change in the meta-data results in corresponding changes at different layers in the architecture .
Integrity Constraints
Inherent constraints (e.g., relations expressed through the data model of the local schema), explicit constraints (e.g., relations explicitly specified through some constraint specification language), and implicit constraints (e.g., constraints derivable from explicit and inherent constraints) of a local schema are explicitly specified as rules in the corresponding local object schema.
Global Schema
The global schema is derived from the component local schemata. Objects in the component schemas are first pooled together and then decomposed into object equivalence classes comparing their real world states [NEL86] . If two objects belong to an equivalence class, they must have the same real world states. Each object equivalence class gives one global object type. Further each local object in an object equivalence class constitutes a component of the global object derived from the object equivalence class. If OL is a global object and 0 1 is its component, then we denote this relation as 0 1 E OL.
To compute the properties of a global object, we compute the union of the properties of all its components and decompose this union into a number of property equivalence classes where each property equivalence class provides one property for the global object. All properties in one property equivalence class are called components of the global property derived from the particular property equivalence class. If PL is a global property and Pi is its component, then we denote this relation as PI 2 PL. The semantic meaning for a global property is fixed by defining all the values to the respective meta-properties. Two transformation maps T,,L and TL are defined which make 4 semantically compatible to PL and PL semantically compatible to 8 respectively.
Two properties PI and PL are said to be metavalue compatible with respect to the meta-property
M i if and only if M i ( & ) = M i ( P~) ,
that is, if and f only if V,' = V i , and this compatibility is denoted by:
In Figure 2, Note that if PI and PL are already compatible with respect to a particular meta-property, then the corresponding transformation map can be ignored in the construction of the composite transformation map. By using composite transformation maps, homogeneity among the component properties can be achieved, thereby resolving semantic incompatibilities during the stages of query decomposition and data integra t ion. The above strategy applies to the integration of objects having the same real world states. However, if the real world state of an object OL is contained in that of another object OK, then OK is said to have super class relationship with OL. when there is a superclass/subclass relationship exists among global object types, integration among these objects is achieved through inheritance. The subclass object inherits all the properties of the super class object. All these global objects form the third layer in the architecture.
A method for deriving the constraints associated with the global schema from the constraints available at the component local object schemata is described in the next section.
Constraints at Global Schema Level
The semantic knowledge of the global schema and the mapping knowledge between the global schema and the component local object schemata are used to transform the constraints on the local object schemata into a set of global constraints. A detailed procedure for this transformation is presented in [RPG92] .
Certain constraints are relevant only at the global schema level but not at any of the component local object schema. For example, consider the two relational schemata shown in Figure 2 . The constraints shown at the~local level are propagated to the global level [RPG92] and used to derive new global constraints. For example, the constraint FAC-RANK = 'Professor' -, FAC-OFFICETYPE = 'A' can only be derived at the global level.
The above discussion highlights the fact that meaningful interaction among different layers depends on the semantics of the similar concepts in different layers, which in turn depends on the correctness of the composite transformation maps defined between these layers. Our previous work suggests that these composite transformation maps need to be redefined manually whenever the semantics of the concepts present in these layers change [RedSO] . 
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View Object Schema
Some of the objects in the third layer may possess disjoint or overlapping domains. Integration of these objects may be required for global users, creating a need for generalizing such objects to produce global views. Each of the global objects that is generalized to produce the global view serves as a component of the view object.
The properties of the global view object are derived by first computing the union of the properties of the component objects. This union is decomposed into property equivalence classes; from these we create a subset retaining a property equivalence class only if it contains one property from each and every component of the view object. Each such property equivalence class provides one property for the global view object. Next each view property is mapped to its components as described earlier. Integrity constraints on the view schema can be generated by generalizing the GICs [RPGSP] .
The potential benefits of global integrity constraints and the need to maintain their consistency are discussed in the next section.
Using GICs in Semantic Query Processing
In [RSG92] we describe one algorithm for using GICs in semantic query processing(SQP). Significant savings can accrue by using semantic query processing for global queries similar to semantic query optimization in the single database environment [CFM84, HZ80, Kin81, SSS92] . Some of the key optimization techniques introduced in our GIC-based query processing strategy are: 0 Rejection of Null Queries Rejection of null global queries at the initial stage would reduce the average query response time. It may be possible to derive a contradiction to the global query based on the set of GICs. Realization of such contradictions during the formalization of a global query is difficult because users are aften unaware of GICs .
.Deduction of Query Results
SQP facilitates deduction of values of target attributes using available semantic knowledge and query qualification criteria. The deduction of all target attributes may result in answering complete queries. Even when all the target properties may not be deducible using semantic knowledge, the deduction of a subset of the target properties may eliminate the need for the generation of one or more subqueries.
Avoidance of Large Search Space
Because the search space comprises of the union of all the component databases, the time to process global queries may exceed an acceptable range. The need for an exhaustive search of all the component databases can be avoided by implementing a sophisticated query optimization strategy. SQP techniques can reduce the size of the relevant search space by selecting an appropriate minimal set of candidate databases.
.Optimization of Subqueries
Semantic query processing does not terminate with the optimization of the global query at the global schema level. Subqueries of the global query need to be optimized further by using additional semantic query optimization techniques.
Generation of Missing Data
One of the problems faced during the integration of partial results is that of missing data. This problem arises because of incompleteness of the component databases, and can be resolved using GICs in some cases.
Resolution of Data Inconsistencies
Data inconsistency is another problem which de-mands solution during the stage of integration of partial results obtained by processing subqueries against their respective databases. This problem arises because of uncontrolled redundancy inherent in heterogeneous environments. Semantic knowledge can be utilized to overcome this problem. Semantic query processing requires a set of consistent global integrity constraints. However, changes in local database semantics are not easily reflected in the semantic knowledge at the global level. A more active architecture, which could provide a consistent global representation is described in the next section.
Maintaining Cons is t ent Global Integrity Constraints
Query processing in a HDDBMS may be improved using GICs, provided a consistent set of GICs is available. Since these constraints are derived from l e cal constraints, any change in the semantics of a local schema impacts the set of local integrity constraints associated with that schema. The corresponding change must be reflected in the GICs. Currently, objects in the local object schema and in the global schema are passive, in the sense that they contain no 'methods' and must be redefined whenever any change in the local schema occurs. We propose to make these objects active, in the sense that whenever some change occurs in the local schema, the objects in the top three layers evolve to cope with the change at the local schema. For example, consider the system architecture shown in Figure 3 . In the 'passive world', a local database administrator would contact the global administrator to register a change in the 1o-cal schema, and the global administrator would make changes in the corresponding local object schema and in all other layers and then distribute copies of the new global schema to the user sites. In the "active world", the changes in the local schema would be reflected in the local object schema, inconsistencies identified and, when possible, a consistent global schema automatically produced.
The schema evolution process studied in the context of object oriented databases by [BCG*SO] has mainly concentrated on the schema evolution process by analyzing: (i) changes to the contents of an object class (e.g., changes to an instance variable or method); (ii) changes to relations among the object classes; and (iii) additions and removals of object classes from the schema. Because incremental growth is one of the desired features of a HDDBMS, such schema evo- lution techniques are relevant to HDDBMS. Automatic schema evolution makes it easier to add a new database to an existing HDDBMS. However, existing evolution mechanism are inadequate for effective use in a HDDBMS. When any change occurs in the semantics of an attribute in the local schema, the change must be reflected in all transformation maps pertinent to that attribute in different layers; further the corresponding LICs and GICs must also be modified. Because of the inadequacy of existing techniques, we are currently investigating methods that will make objects in different layers active, so that they could be used in our four layered architecture to generate correct composite transformation maps, and to generate consistent global integrity constraints.
Examples of potential uses of active objects include the identification of invalid instances of both transformation mappings and global constraints. The layers of the architecture, transformation maps and global constraints can be provided with methods or message passing capabilities that allow for notification of changes in these object states. For example, if the semantics of F-SAL are changed, then the corresponding transformation map must also be changed. This method for constructing the composite transformation map may involve access to global ontologies or to conversion routine libraries. If such automatic construction is not possible, then the system designer should be automatically notified of the impact of these changes. If the constraint in Figure 2 on the local FACULTY relation is changed so that only faculty members with salary exceeding 150K Dollars per year will get officetype 'A', one of the previously generated GICs should be made invalid and a new GIC generated in its place.
We propose to generate GICs and define 'demons' to monitor changes in component LICs. When a change occurs in one of the components, these 'demons' invoke a method to reconstruct the GIC suitable to the local changes and to reevaluate GICs for consistency.
The four-layered architecture provides a welldefined set of integration stages. We believe that enhancing this network with active capabilities will allow for automatic recognition and resolution of conflicts that emanate from changes in the semantics at the local schema.
